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FOLDABLE CHAIR

1 having a pair of metal front leg tubes 11 and a pair of metal
rear leg tubes 12.

Each of the metal front leg tubes 11 and the corresponding

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

metal rear leg tube 12 are connected together.

The present invention relates to a foldable chair. More
particularly, the present invention relates to a foldable chair

Which has a light Weight.
Aconventional foldable chair is made of metal. However,
the metal chair is very heavy. Another conventional foldable
chair is made of plastics. HoWever, the plastics chair is not

The plastics backrest 3 has tWo lateral posts 31 inserted in
the metal front leg tubes 11.
10

TWo U-shaped frames 4 are disposed on tWo positioning
ends 51 of the support bar 5.

durable.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide a foldable
chair Which has a plastics seat pad and a plastics backrest to
reduce a Weight of the foldable chair.
Another object of the present invention is to provide a
foldable chair Which is durable after a long period of usage.
Accordingly, a foldable chair comprises a plastics seat
pad, a plastics backrest, and a chair frame having a pair of
metal front leg tubes and a pair of metal rear leg tubes. Each
of the metal front leg tubes and the corresponding metal rear
leg tube are connected together. The plastics backrest has
tWo lateral posts inserted in the metal front leg tubes. A
support bar has tWo positioning ends connected to the metal
front leg tubes. TWo U-shaped frames are disposed on tWo

Each of the U-shaped frames 4 is connected to the
15

Aplurality of rivets 7 fasten each of the U-shaped frames
4 on the corresponding metal rear leg tube 12 and the
support bar 5 on the corresponding metal front leg tube 11.

Each of the metal front leg tubes 11 has a blocking bar 13
to block the plastics backrest 3.
25

The plastics seat pad 2 has a pair of lateral recesses 21 to
The present invention is not limited to the above embodi
ment but various modi?cation thereof may be made.

Furthermore, various changes in form and detail may be
made Without departing from the scope of the present
invention.
35

I claim:

FIG. 1 is a perspective exploded vieW of a foldable chair
of a preferred embodiment in accordance With the present

1. A foldable chair comprises:

invention;

a plastics seat pad, a plastics backrest, and a chair frame
having a pair of metal front leg tubes and a pair of metal

FIG. 2 is a perspective assembly vieW of a foldable chair
of a preferred embodiment in accordance With the present

rear leg tubes,
each of the metal front leg tubes being connected to the

invention;
FIG. 3 is a bottom plan vieW of a plastics seat pad of a

preferred embodiment in accordance With the present inven
45

FIG. 4 is a sectional vieW taken along line 4A—4A in
FIG. 5 is a sectional schematic vieW illustrating a support
bar connected to a plastics seat pad and a metal front leg

tubes,
tWo U-shaped frames each secured on a corresponding
one of the tWo positioning ends of the support bar,

tube;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

Referring to FIGS. 1 to 8, a foldable chair 8 comprises a

plastics seat pad 2, a plastics backrest 3, and a chair frame

corresponding metal rear leg tube,
the plastics backrest having tWo lateral posts each inserted
into a corresponding one of the metal front leg tubes,
a support bar having tWo arcuate positioning ends each
secured to a corresponding one of the metal front leg

FIG. 3;

FIG. 6 is a sectional schematic vieW illustrating a plastics
backrest connected to a metal front leg tube;
FIG. 7 is a schematic vieW illustrating a foldable chair of
a preferred embodiment is extended; and
FIG. 8 is a schematic vieW illustrating a foldable chair of
a preferred embodiment is folded.

Aplurality of fastening members 6 fasten the support bar
5 and the plastics seat pad 2 together and the blocking bar
13 and the plastics backrest 3 together.
receive the U-shaped frames 4.

backrest.

tion;

corresponding metal front leg tube 11 and the corresponding
metal rear leg tube 12.

positioning ends of the support bar. Each of the U-shaped
frames is connected to the corresponding metal front leg
tube and the corresponding metal rear leg tube. Each of the
metal front leg tubes has a blocking bar to block the plastics
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A support bar 5 has tWo positioning ends 51 connected to
the metal front leg tubes 11.

each of the U-shaped frames being connected to the

corresponding metal front leg tube and the correspond
ing metal rear leg tube, and
55

each of the metal front leg tubes having a blocking bar
rested on a bottom of the plastics backrest to block the

plastics backrest.
2. The foldable chair as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the
plastics seat pad has a pair of lateral recesses to receive the

U-shaped frames.

